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INTRODUCTION 

It is well known to plant in'?:estigators that unfavorable environ

mental conditions -(commonlJ . known as stress conditions) may 

cause extensive alterations in the development of plants. Those 

who have made a scientific study of the cotton plant are familiar 


,~ith the diiferences in the habits of growth and characteristics of 

C"lhesame varieties and strains of cotton when planted tmder ex

~remely different climatic conditions. The shape of the plants, the 

C\Olform and te:A-ture of the leavesand bolls, the nUIllber of carpels in 

rothe bolls, the length .and .abundance of the fiber, and even theamoant 

zpi fuzz on the seed may be subject to alterations from changes in 

~nvironment. 
-:J Modifications are also brought about by unfavorable conditions 


of growth. It appears that little attention has been given to effects' 

of ,this sort, although in some of the irrigated valleys of the South

western States they present some of the most important problems 

of production. The irregular conditions of growth in some parts 

of the irrigated re~ion not only cause serious ,losses in yield but are 

responsible for laCK of uniformity and strength in the .fiber. Some 


:l The writer is lndehtecl to II. F. LoomiS, Ilssociate agronomist,and Clandh Hope, junior 

nortieulturist. at the Div.lslon of Cotton, Rubber, and Other Tropical 1'1nDts, who made 

,the photogrllphs lind rendered vnlullble o8slstltnce in collecting the data fot: this study;
,and to C. A. ]\faosherg, scientific aid, of the sume c1ivision, aud G. J. Harrison, associate 

agronomist, ot th~ DI"ISlon of EgyptIan Cotton Breeding, who mode the fiber arrays with 

the Baer sorter. 
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of the manufacturers who have ~eb1ved shipments of cotton ,of 
poo,t' quality from the irrigated. v.aTIeys have become prejudiced 
.against.all cotton grown under irri~ation,although it is well known 
that1nuch cotton of ,good quality IS produced in these areas. The 
fact that the States in which most of the irrigated cotton is grown 
usually produce higher average yields per acre than the other 
cotton-growing States provides evidence that condit/ions for the 
most part are favorable. 

The irregularity of the fiber in the bales is not always detected 
in the usual methods of commercial classing, and,as the same price 
is paid for .cotton grown under unfavorable as for that grown 
underf!1vDrableconditions, the growers have little inducement to 
take the precautions necessary to produce uniform fiber. 

Investigations have shown that much of the irregvJadty is caused 
by soil variation andhy differences in cultural practices, especially 
as regards irrigation. As a result, the plants are much better 
grown in some fields than in others, .and the conditions of growth 
are reflected notably in the size and normal ma.turity of the bolls 
1,l'1d in the quality of the fiber. 

The damage to the plants can be seen easily by an inspection 
of the fields, .and it is entirely practicable to separate the damaged 
from the good cotton at pickiD.g time. 

A study of some of the effects of unfavorable conditions on the 
cotton plants in the Salt and Gila River Valleys of Arizona was 
made by the writer during the years 1926 to 1931,2 The purpose of 
the study was to determine the extent of the damages suffered by 
the plants, with special effort to a!:lcertain whether the quality of 
the lint was seriously affected. A further aim of the investigation 
was to learn the differences between the injuries to tbe plants result
ing from unfavorable soil conditions and those caused by the crazy
top disorder. The dats. obtained in studying the effects of stres~ .and 
crazy top on AcaIa, J.\'1.eoane, and Pima cotton are presented .and 
discussed in this bulletin. 

RELATION OF IMPERVIOUS SOILS TO STRESS EFFECT£: 

There is great variation in soil types and soil conditions in the 
principal cotton-growing areas of Arizona. In a single small field 
there may be several areas with physical properties so different .as 
to J'equire different cultural treatments in order to produce the best 
results. The condition tbat usually presents the greatest difficulty in 
the application of irrigation water is the impervious character of 
some of the soils. Areas in which the soil is extremely hard and 
resistant to water penetration are referred to locaUy as "slick 
spots." Some of these do not absorb enough water to support 
plants and therefore remain barren throughout the year. Inothers 
the cotton plants undergo varying degrees ofstres:s, sometimes 
1~eceiving only a slight check in growth, hut often their development 
is so affected that large portions of the buds and bolls .areaborted, 

• The writer has discussed In .a prf"llouB publication (16) • 'acondltlon of water stress 
.whlch often ntrects cotton plants that 'have .made luxuriant growth eTen when solI moisture 
1s present in nvallnbleguantlties. 

a Italic numbers in parentheses re1er to Literature ·C!ted, p. 33. 
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o ;the fruiting branches :are ·shortened,the bolIsare reduced in size, 
and the lint and :seedfail to develop normally (fig. 1). 

In the early years ·of the cotton industry in Arizona little atten
tion was given 'by the growers to the impermeable areas, but in recent 
years it h&s beE!:n observed that some of the lanu that has been 
cropped to cotton continuously for se'7eral years has become mOl'e 
impervious. The" spotted" condition has increased, and in some 
.casesentirefields have shown a .tendency to "seal up '\ rendering it 
·difficult to grow crops of plants satisfactory in size orprocluctive 
in.character. 

The Pima type ·or Egyptian cotton, which was grown exclusively 
in some of the large valleys for several years, is not as susceptible 
to the adverse conditions associated with impervious soil areas and 
faulty cultural methods as the upland type. Although it was noted 
from the first that plants and bolls were reduced in size by the 
insuffieient moisture supply, it was not appal'ent that thequalitv ·of 
the lint was greatly impaired or that the plants Wfl'e greatl3;' de

r 

:FIGURE 1.-Acala cotton grown in an impervious area .or .. slick spot" on the ,Gila River 
. Indian Itcscrvatlon in 1931. 

ranged or unproductive. With the increase of the acreage planted 
to upland varieties the gFeater difficulty of properly irrigating this 
coMon was recognized and the problem of 06taining.adequate depth 
of water penetration became more general and more serious. 

In recent years it has been observed that lint of the Pima variety 
also suffers some injury when the stress conditions are very severe. 
Under: some conditions n;tan~ of the~olls, .evenOll lal'ge ,Plants, may
be" pmched " .and con tam lint that 1S of very poor qualIty. 

The cotton 'plants in Arizona are exposed to extremely high tem
peratures durmg ,the summer months and are thrown off balance if 
the soil and m01stureconditions are not favorable. In areas where 
;thesoil con.ditions are such thatmoi:sture is !lOt regula;-ly available 
for absorptIOn by the roots, the plants react m many dIfferent ways 
to the influence of high temperatures. ~ The most characteristic be

.4 COOK, o. F. CO~N IN lItRlGATED DlS1.1UCTS. U.S. Dept. Agr. Press Servo Rr.leu$e, 
4 ,p.Oct. 3, 1028. [Mimeographed.] 
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havior is the suppression of growth and the excessive shedding of, 
young fruits, but in many cases there is a great diversity in the 
.shape of the plants, bolls,and leaves, the arrangement ·of vegetative 
and fruiting branches, the length and abundan~e of the lint, and 
the size and fuzziness of the seed. 

THE CRAZY-TOP DISORDER 

In addition to the modification of plant structures and charaoters 
that can be considered as ordinary .effects of water deficiency and 
impervious soils, changes of a more severe type caused by a growth 
disordl:lr called crazy top occur in some of the irrigated valleys 
of the Southwest. The symptoms and effects of this disease have 
been described by Cook (8) an.d by Illig and Loomis (16). The 
name "crazy top" was applied by the farmers because of :tim 
abnormalities of growth which became more apparent in the latter 
part of the season. Its peculiar manifestations and mode ofoecur
renee have been puzzling to growers .and inv'estigators alike,and, 
since one of its principal effects is to render plants sterile, it. has 
been responsible for rather serious losses in some fields. Instead 
of all of the plants being affected· alike, there is a. great diversity 
among them. Some become dwarfed and bushy, while others grow 
tall and spindling with nearly all fruiting b!'anches suppressed. 
Many vegetative branches develop in the tops of the plants inlosi
tions normally occupied by frUIting branches. All parts 0 the 
plants may be affected. The leaves .are often reduced in size, thick
ened, rounded, and cuplJed. 'The flowers are usually small, with 
many of the organs undeveloped. In extreme cases the stigmas are 
depressed below the anthers,and the anthers are defective and do 
not produce pollen. In Egyptian cotton the petal spots of affected 
flowers are less deeply colored than those of normal flowers. The 
bolls are often small and distorted in shape. A large proPQftion of 
the seeds are aborted, and those that develop are often reduced in 
size. The, lint is .us~ally short, weak, 'and scant. Upland plants 
may be affected so serlously that no long lint develops and the seeds 
are covered with a dense matting of fuzz. 
It has been recognized by King and Loomis (16) that the severity 

of the crazy-top disorder is influenced by the conditions under wLich 
the plants are grown and that improvement of the soil and moisture 
conditions greatly reduces the injuries and .abnormalities. This rela
tionship might be considered as evidence that severe stress conditions 
cause the disorder, but it would then be necessary to assume that the 
stress conditions here are different from those in other cotton-grow
ing areas, since cotton plants elsewhere have been .subjected to many 
kinds of unfavorable environment without producing such effects. 
The fact that crazy top does not occur in all of the fiel&; that are in
jured by unfavorable conditions places it in a class apart from the 
ordin~ry effects ·of stress with -wJhich most cotton growers are 
familIar. . 

Several theories as to ilie causes ·of ihecrazy-top disorder .have 
been :advanced, but so far none of them has been proved. ,Cook 
(6, 7) has pointed out the similarity of this disorder to those observed 
jn China and Haiti, which .appeal' to be virus diseases transmitted by 
insect~. Some investigators have suggested that toxic .substances in 
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the soil are responsible, and others attribute the disorder 'to a de
ficiency of available phosphates. Chemical analyses made by the 
writer and his associates to determine the quantities of the various 
elements of uutrition in the ash ,of the affected plants and in the 
soH wh,m~ they were grown have shown no indication ofa lack of 
phosphates. Phosphatic fertilizers were applied to the soil in dry 
form in drills before planting and were also injected as solutions \' 
after planting, but they failed to affect the severity of the disorder. 

The effects of this disorder and those ·of water shortage are much 
alike and respond to the same cultural treatment, but they .are by 
no means the same. In this bulletin the terms " ordinary" or" nor
mal" stress will be used to refer to the effects that are obviously 
'caused by a shortage of moisture in impervio!ls soils, and "crazy 
.top " will be used to distinguish the effects that occur on plants that 
are definitely aberrant in character, especially from the standpoint 
·of sterility and abnormal branching, even under conditions that per
mit normal growth of adjacent plants. 

Regardless of its cause, the recent increased prevalence of crazy 
top in Ariwna and its serious effects on the cotton plants make it 
necessary to include it in any study that has to do with the improve
m~nt of the quality of the cotton that is grown in the irrigated 
region. 

STRESS EFFECTS AND INHERENT ABNORMALITIES 

The diversity in cotton plants as a result of water deficiency and 
the crazy-top disorder in the irrigated areas has been so pronounced 
that many growers and even some plant investigators have been in
~lined to question the purity of the seed stocks. Complaints are 
frequently,heard in the Salt River Valley of Arizona that the seed 
stocks of the Acala variety are "running out." The evidence ad
vanced is that the plants are not uniform, the bolls .are too small and 
round, and the lint is too short. Some grow~rs, ginners, and buyers 
of Pima cotton maintain that the Pinla cotton grown in the Salt 
River Valley is deteriorating because many of the plants show 
abnormalities, the bolls are smaller, the seed fuzzier, and the lint 
shorter and whiter in color than in years past (10). The plea is 
made for new seed stocks and greater improvement by breeding. 

E~pC1'iments have shown that the diversity and abnormalities 
above described have no relationship to the purity of the seed stocks. 
Pure strains obtained directly from reputable cotton breeders have 
exhibited all sorts of abnormalities when planted on refractory soils. 
In one instance seed of two pure strains of Acala cotton obtained 
from a breeder in California were planted in two adjacent row sec
tions, 100 feet long, in an area of impervious soil where previous 
crops had been affected with crazy top. Good stands were obtained, 
but when the plants were examined lD the fall their growth was so 
distorted that they scarcelr resembled cotton plants. Practically all 
the branches were vegetatIve, .and all the plant!'> were sterile except 
three or four, which had failed to develop any lint except a type of 
" substaple" or fuzz which was ?ensely matted on the seed (fig. 2). 
On account of the large proportlOn of aborted seeds and the failure 
to develop long intermeshing fibers, the seeds were not firmly united 
int() locks. The seeds from .a few of these bolls were planted the 
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following year on good soil, and the few that germinated produced 
normal and productive plants. 

It is not surprising that growers should become alarmed by the 
great amount or diversity shown in some fields,and attribute it to 
the impurity of the seed. The aberrant plants are similar in many 
ways to those observed in fields planted with mongrel seed stocks (18). 
Co.ok has pointed out in several publications (3,4, 8) the similarity 
between the diversity aroused by placing a variety under new or 
unfavorable conditions and that induced by hybridization, and he 
makes special refel:.'ence to the fact that the rounded bolls induced 
by severe stress have shorter lint just as when there has been a 
permanent change of character as in round-boIled reversions or 
mutations. 

The i3imilarity between some of the stress-affected and crazy-top 
plants and off-type or rogue plants would make it difficult even for 
trainbd observers to carry Gn succes8ful roguing operations in some ·of·. 
the upland fields in Arizona. To make progress in breeding under 
such conditions, the~ breeder would be obliged to make .an intensive 
study of the plant reactions under stress, and even then it might 
not be possible to distinguish some of them from inherent characters. 

In order to obtain some information regarding the inheritance of 
some of the unusual characters, such as nearly naked seeds and round 
bolls, which came into expression in impervious soil areas, plantings 
of seed of known purity were made on some of the areas. Seeds 
were obtained from such plants as produced nearly naked seeds or 
round bolls and were plar+ed the following year on good soil. The 
progeny plants develoved from these selections were nOf.:nal in .all 
resJlects. Some 'selections that were nearly naked seeded were also 
made from impervious spots planted to a somewhat mixed commer
cial stock of Acala. The plants were fairly uniform and only cne 
or two naked-seeded plants were found in parts of the field where 
Roil conditions were favorable. In the impervious area, however, 
the diversity ,,:asgreat and many round-boll types were observed. 
In some spots from 3 to 11 percent of the plants produced seed that 
Rbowedonly [t thin covering of fuzz .and many of the seeds were 
almost naked. Selections were made from these types and the seeds 
were planted in good soi~ the following yeaI;. ..A small percentage 
of the sparse-fuzz selectlOns produced progemes with sparse-fuzz 
seeds; the others produced normal fuzzy-coated seeds. . 

CLASSIFICATION OF 	PLANT AND BOLL TYPES AFFECTED .BY 
STRESS CONDITIONS 

The study of reactions of cotton piants to improper water relations 
wascarri~d on for the most part in six fields, in which both favorable 
and unfavorable soil conditions existed, and crazy-top data were 
obtained from two fields. The variety grown in field 1 was Mebane; 
in fields 2 to 4, Acala; and in fields 6 .and 7, Pima. Field 5, which 
was planted to Acala,and field 8, planted to Pima, contained .areas 
affected with crazy top, but in these no plant or boll classification 
was attempted. In each field where ordinary stress ,effects were 
studied a group of plants that showed injuries and a group that ap
peared :to b~) normal were selected for examination. Theareaoc
cupiell by each group of plants wRsapproximately 20 by 75 feet. 
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FIGUnil 2.-Seeds 'and lint from Acala cotton plants severely affected wIth crazy top.A.
Seeds wlt.b abundant fuzz, but no long fibers; B, varIatIon In length of. lint from bot
tom to top of a sIngle plant. The bolls often show no effect ot ·crazy top. 
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Since the injuries and abnormalities were by. no means confined to 
plants that had been stunted or restricted in SIze, effort was made to 
select stress-affected areas in which about half of the plants were 
reduced in size and the other half were of normal size but showing 
unmistakable evidence of injury. 

In the three Acala fields where water-stress effects were studied, 
the plants were examined in consecutive order as they stood in the 
rows, and each was classed according to plant and boll size and type. 
The summarized classification of the group of stress-affected plants 
.~xamined in the impervious areas in these fields is given in table 1. 
The normal plants that were examined in the same fields showed 
little variation in plant or boll type, and no classification was possi
ble. The plants in the Mebane field at the time of observation were 
too far advanced in maturity to permit a clas:;;ification of the types 
of unopened boH::;. It was also found impracticable to measure the 
effects of stress on the Pima plants even under the worst environ
mental conditions. The effects were much the same f 'r ~ach plant 
and the injuries were not nearly so great as those sho" •• by the up
land plants under similar conditions. The plants were frequently 
stunted, and these as well as many plants of normal size often showed 
almost barren fruiting branches on the lower half of the plants. 
The bolls were usually reduced in size, but there was little diversity 
in the type of bolls or plan.ts. 

TABLE 1.-Summatf"izea clasBification of the variou.y t]Jpes Of plants ana bolls 
of Aeala catton madifiedbll S'tress conditions 'in three imperv'iQU.~ soil area.s, 
1,500 squ.are feet in ea:tent, in the Salt River Vu-l/ev of ArizoruJ, in 1930 

Percentage of bolls in the plant 
types as indicated 

Classification of bolls 
Normal c~~~~ Stunted 

(235 plants) ;98 plants) (309 plants) 

Bolls normal in sit.e________________________________________________ 
54.0 38.8 13.9Bolls stunted in 5ize____________________•___________________________ 40.0 61.2 80.1Bolls normal in shape_____________________________________..______ _ 
li.9 24. 5 8.7 

Bolls pointed________ •_________________ •____________________-_______ 
Bolls round ________________________________________________________ 

48.9 31. 6 60,2 
14. 0 21.<1 O.SBolIs defouned in sbape _________________________•••_.______________ 19.1 22.4 24. 3 

In making the classification of Acala plants, as shown in table 1, 
it was found that the most characteristic effect oistress was the 
reducpd size of the plants. ;. However, many of them showed evidence 
of having been checked at some period in their development, but 
later they had resumed growth at a rate such .as to make them as 
large or larger than the average She under the best conditions in 
the field. In some spots there was a tendency for .the fruiting 
branches to be restricted in length and to have shortened internodes, 
especially in the" upper half of the plants. On account of their re
st'mblance to some of thesemicluster varieties this type was classed 
IlS "semicluster." Affected plants of normal size were divided into 
two classes, semiclustR.,r and normal. The normal classification was 
applied to the plants of open habits of growth with long-jointed 
fruiting' branches resembling plants tn)i?al o~ the variety in go~d 
soil. The stunted plants were not dIVIded mto classes, as theIr 
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individual types were not brought into expression so distinctly as 
those of the larger plants. 

There was great diversity in the characters of the bolls, leaves, .and 
branches of both normal and stunted plants, but the latter frequently 
set a large number of small bolls late in the season, and these were 
usually rounded in shape and deformed. 

It will be noted from the classification in table 1 that very few of 
the plants in the bad areas were normal.as to both plant type and boll 
type. The greatest number of off-type. and malformed bolls were 
found on the plants that were stunted in size and had many small 
bolls. However, there were many off-t.ype and deformed bolls on 
plants that were classed as normal in size or as semi cluster. 

FIGURE 3.-Diversity in Acala cotton plants alIected by water stres~ in an impervious 
area of Hail: A. 1:l1)indllng plant With fruiting branches suppressed; B, dwarf plant,
with excessive development of vegetative branches on higher nodes; 0 and D, inter
mediate types; I!J and F, plants w!tha late crop of hoBs produced after excessive shed
ding; (J, plant from lower end offie,ld where irrigation wuter was impOIlllded, 

INDIVIDUAL PLANT DIVERSITY 

As with crazy top, one of the striking (di'ects of water stress on 
cotton plants ,as manifested in slick spots is the great individual di
versity. Most of the plants are reduced in size, but adjacent plants 
may show great differences, especially in the arrangement of vegeta
tive branches, the length of fruiting branches and internodes, and 
the location and maturity of bolls. This diversity is illustrated by 
the group of plants shown in figure 3, which were selected from a 
slick spot near Casa Grande, Ariz., in 1926. In some individuals 
the fruiting branches are so shortened or suppressed that the plants 
have a tall whiplike appearance, as shown in figure 3, .A. Others 
show a development of vegetative branches not only at the lower 
nodes of the' main axis but also at many nodes near the middle of 
the plant, as illustrated by figure 3, Band D. Some of the plants 
after shedding excessively during the heat of the summer are able to 
make sufficient recovery to develop a top crop of bolls late in the 
season, as shown in figure 3, E and F, but the bolls are usually small 

2256°-33---2 
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and seldom reach maturity. The behavior of plants in impervious 
areas where the water "ponded" at the lower end of the field is 
illustrated in figure 3, G. Under this condition sufficient water was 
absorbed-by the soil to furnish the plants a fairly steady supply, and 
they were able to develop a normal boll or two on almost every fruit
ing hranch, although shedding was heavy. 

Cook (8) made reference to the great diversity in plants affected 
with the crazy-top disorder. The range of differences is even wider 
than in plants that show normal stress reactions, but in some ways 
the effects are similar (fig. 4). Some plants affected with crazy top 
have the same spindling whiplike development that results from a 
suppression of the fruiting branches (fig. 4, A). Other types show 
the excessive development of vegetative branches at the expense of 
fruiting branches at the nodes. on the middle portions of the plant 
(fig. 4, B). A crazy-top type that is distinct from any of the types 
resulting from normal stress effects is that in which the fruiting 
branches in the upper part of the plant are partially or completely 
transformed or replaced by vegetative branches (fig. 4, 0). There 
are many other distinctions between crazy-top effects and normal 
stress effects, but they have little bearing on the general type of the 
plant. 

EFFECTS ON BOLLS 

The effects of stress on the bolls is as great as on the branches. 
In impervious. areas the bolls of both Egyptian and upland varieties 
are usually reduced in size and contain fewer seeds than those 
developed under favorable conditions. The bolls on stressed up
land plants have a tendency to be more rounded than typical bolls 
of the variety, bu.t many pointed bolls are also formed .. Many of 
the bolls are misffiapen or lopsided, on account of the poor develop
IDent of one or two carpels (fig. 5). :Uany plants late in the season 
show a tendency to recover from the stress conditions of midsummer 
and may develop an unusual number of late bolls. While some of 
these may be normal in size and shape, the majority are small) and 
in upland varieties they are unusually rounded. The Pima bolls 
show little effect of stress except a reduction in size and a greater 
number of aborted ovules and undeveloped seeds. 

The crazy-top disorder has much the same effect on the bolls as 
normal stress conditions, but the injuries are often more serious 
(fig. 6).

BoUs from normal Pima plants gr{)wn in an area where moisture 
conditions were favorable and bolls from stress-affected plants grown 
in an impervious area in the same field are shown in figures '[ and S. 

In order to obtain some measure of the severity of crazy-top 
effects on the development of Pima and Acala bolls, representative 
samples consisting of 25 bolls were collected from 25 affected and 
25 unaffected plants of each variety,and the average weight of 
bolls and the average number of seeds and aborted seeds were 
determined. These data are given in table 2. 
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FIGURIII 4.-Acala cotton showing diversity In plants affected with the crazy-top dis
order ~ A, SplndlJng plant. the fr'1lt1ng branches being BUllpre8sed ,,]th a tew vege
tative branches substituted for -Il'uJtlng branches at tIJe higher nodes; B, long
vegetative branches replacing the fruiting branches at middle anti upper nodes i 0,
vegetative branches replnclng trultlng branches. espeCially at the top: 
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IfIGunJil 5.-Bolls of Acala cotton from plants grown in an area of impervious soil and 
affected by ordinary water stress. (About five eighths natural size., Compare with 
figure 6. ' 

" 
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FIGURE 6.-Bolls from Acaln plants nffected with crnzy top. Normal boll 1n lower right 
corner. (About nine sixteenths Datural size.) Compare wUh figure 5. 
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FIQUllE "7.-Normal 1'Imabolls fromillants grown In an. area where conditions were 
:favo~l\ble tor ,water penetration. (Natural size.) .Compare with 'figure 8. 
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FIGURE B.-Pima bolls from plants grown in Rnarea of impervious Boll in the same .field 
from which the bolls IIbownln figure 7 were taken. (Natural size.) 
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TABLE 2.-Averaueweight of seed, cottcm per ball and, .number of norm,a~ and, 
a.borted seeds trom normalanw crrLzy-tOl) Pinw, and, AcaZa plants, Salt Ri'ver 
Vallc;y, Ariz., 1930 . 

Average weight of 
1~3 cotton per 

Average seeds per 
.boll 

Avernge nborted 
seeds per boll I 

Variety and .field 

Normal Affected Normal Affected Normnl Affected 

-------·-----1-------------------

Grums GrU1llll Number Number Number NumberPima, field 7 ______________•••••._.__• ___•• 3.3 0.8 16.1l 0.1 2.4. 3.2Pimn,lleld 8......._.___...______...._____ 
 3.2 1.5 17. 5 10.1 .2 2.1Aculu, field 5 .... __••__•• _______•___._.___ _ 6.9 2.0 ' •• '34.3 12.2 .6 2.8 

I Ovules showing no development were not included. 

It will be noted that the average weight of seed cottun from bolls 
afrected by crazy .tol) is from one half to one fourth that of normal 
bolls. The average number of seeds per boll ranges from 33 to 58 
percent of the nUUlber in nor:mal bolls, and the average number of 
aborted seeds is much greaterm affected than in normal bolls. 

EFFECTS ON \CHARACTEROF LIN'l' 

While there is great variation in the kind of cotton sought by 
different manllfactllters, certain qualities are desirable and some are 
objectionable to all. It is agreed that lots of cotton in which the 
fibers run even in length have an advantage over lots containing 
DllJ..."tures that differ greatly in. staple length. It is also Imown that 
immature fibers give difficulty in the spmnin15 process, tending to 
jncrease the waste and to make a product that.Is weak and" neppy." 
Hawkins (193) has shown that some of the neps are made up largely 
of thin-walled immature fibers that are knotted and tangled to
gether. Uniformity:in length of staple .and .ripeness of the fibers 
are qualities. 11hattire much more importlUltthan .uniformity of 
graue, and it iSi.an'!:,h.dvantagc for cotton growers to be familiar with 
the factors thai'liitluence length and uniformity. 

:Much has been recorded in cotton literature concerning the in
feriority of fiber resulting from mixed 01' mongrelized stflcks of 
seed, but only a few investigators have given consideration :·soil 
variations .or cultural conditions as factors that may seriously affect 
the quality and value of the lint. Kearney (13) found that the 
Egyptian type ·ofcotton was sensitive to varIation in tile te:Ai;ul'e of 
the soil and to the presence of alkalisaits, and that the quality of 
the lint was affected, as well as the size, a ppearance, .andfruitfnlness 
of the plants. l3.rown (2) reports cases where the lint from several 
upland varieties .grown on poor land was on .an averageshortel' 
in length and of poorerqual!ty than the .averageofthe same varie· 
ties grown on good land. Cook (5, 9~ has given reco~ition to the 
effects of climatic and soil conditions on the quality of the lint ancl 
has advocated the classing .of cotton in the field as a means of estab
lishing uniformity.of staple in .the bales. 

E]...])criments conducted in the Salt River Valley, Arizona, in 
1923, by the United States Department ·of AgrictJture, the Arizona 
Agr.icu)tural Extension Service, and local cottonorgllnizations served 
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to demonstrate the practicability ·of classing Pima cotton in the field 
SQ .that ~hegoQd ~J?lt _cQuld he. kept separatefrQm. t~epoQrand 

_ packed mto bales m i· .,en-runmng lots. The .applicatIon ·of 'some 
'.' method for keeping~parate the ,diiferentclasses of lint according 

'to '.quality seems .as well justified for upland varieties as for Pima. 
Alihoughthe upland lint is not put to such special uses as that ·of 
Pima, ;thegreaterdegree of injury that it su"ffers under 'some of the 
unfav.orablec.onditi.ons that .obtain in the irrigated areas makes it 
seem especially important that precautions he taken against lowering 
the value of ihegoodfiber hy mixing it with stress-damaged cotton. 

T.o obtain more definite data .on the relation .of fieldc.onditi.ons 
to fiber development, samples of seed .cotton were collected from por
tions of suof the fields where the plants showed notable .effectsof 
wat~r stress and also from .areas where conditions were most IaV.or
.able and the plants were least affect.ed. Samples were also obtained 
from part of.a field of Pima cotton where I.;he plants were affected 
by crazy top.and from another part of the same field where the 
plants were normal. One sample was taken from a field of AcaTa 
cotton where nearly all the plants were affected by crazy top, and; 
for comparisons with this, a sample was obtained from anotherfiel<1 
where .the plants were normal. From these samples were determined 
the number of bolls per pound of seed cotton, the number ·ofbolls 
per pound of lint, the weight of 100 seeds, the percentage of lint, 
and the lint index (19). These data representing the two conditions 
in eight fields are shown in table 3. 

TABLE 3.-Effect of 10ater stress and the crazy-top disorder on· the bolls of apkw,a 
and P.ima cotton 

Bolls per pOllLd Bolls per pound Wjlight of 100 Per,~~eof Lint indexof seed cotton of lint seeds 
Oondltion. variety, 

nnd field 
Unar- M- ,(TnnC' M- Unaf· M· Unar- M· Unaf- Af-
Cected Cected :Cecteu .fected Cected feeted Jected Cected Cected Ceeted 

------I---I
\YBter stress: 

Mebane: Numb.t Number NU1niJt:r Mlmber Gram. Gram.Field L _______ 73.2 122.2 2'20.5 ~36. 6 12. 4, 10.0 33.2 36.3 6.2 5.7 
AcaJa: 

Field 2•• ___._. 00. tl 116.9 211.6 4\'7.3 14.0 12.2 36.tl 28.7 tl.4 4.9
Field 3... __ ._. 57.4 139.9 175.0 441.3 15.0 11.4 32.8 31.7 7.3 5.3 
Field 4...___ •• 56.7 123.5 156.6 388.4 13.3 9.7 36.2 31.8 .7. Ii 4..5 

Crazy top: 
Acalll: 

F.ield 5.-_..___ f>5.4 :rJ.7.S 231.1 \l2Il,2 13.6 10.1 32. 2 36..2 6.4 6.2 
Wnter stress: 

PJmu!Fjeld 6._______ 139.2 200.0 407.1 795.6 13.2 12.0 2Il. S 25.2 5.6 4.0 
Field 7_....... 158.3 210.4 582.0 822.8 12.3 11.3 27.2 26.3 4.6 4.0 

Cou;y.tGP: 
Phou! 

.Fjeld 8.-•••___ 142.0 2114.1 173.3 1,100.0 12.7 11.3 ao.O 26.6 5.5 4.1 

It will be seen that the weight of the contents of bolls produced 
by stress-affected plants was from 30 to(iO percent less, and on. crazy
top plants it was about 52 to 71 percent less than that on normally 
developed plants, The greatest difference occurred on the Acala 
plants, although it will be observeu that the differences fluctuated 
c;onsiderably in the foul' fleldsof this variety. Without exception, 

22liOO-33--3 
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·the weight ,of 100 seeds and the lint index were material~ysmaller on 
I3tress.,aifected .plantsthan,on normal ones. 
-The lint percentage was greater where the conditions were the 

most favorable in all·samples ,except those from the ,one field ·of 
.Mebane. ,and the. field ·of Acala where crazy top occurred. 

It :is :~ commonobseryation that the lintpercentageoroutturnat 
0-" thegin"increasesas the lint :becomesshortand we:lk, which £re

.qu.en,~y happens at the end ·of t~egrowfugseason. Such:a result 
mIght 'be ,expected from a shortemngof the fibers due to water stress, 
but the ~dat!1 'suggest that under certain conditions of~tress~e weight 
of the lintlS Teduc{ld.to aneyengreater extent than the weIght of the 
seeds. An explanation ·of this might be afforded by the following 
statement ,by Balls (1): ':. 

If a boll has passed .through severew~.u.Cher in the flower (young :boll) 'stage, 
the immadiate e:lfect will be diminished :sproutingof tbe lint hairs "ithulti
inate1ya lowoutturn ,as tbeconsequence. 

It will be noted -that in each comparison the lint index is smaller, 
and in some cases considerably smaller, for.the samples obtained 
irom stress-affected or .crazy-top plants than for those from normal 
plants. The. iact that the lint index figures (the weight of lint on 
100 seeds) are consistent in showing differences in the relative abun
dance of lint produced on the seeds of s'tressedand well-grown ,cot
ton, while the lint percentages are variable and misleading, further 
emphasizes the superiority of the lint index over lint percentage as 
.an expression of abundance of lint. ' 

From portions of the samples of seed cotton the fiber on individual 
seeds from different plants was combed out to full length, which 
made it possible to compare the extent of variations in length,abun~ 
dance, strength, and uniformity of lint produced under the different 
conditions. 

A .comparison of the characters ·of lint of Acala as developed 
under favorable and adverse conditions is showl1 in figure 9. The 
combingc; shown in column .A represent the type produced on a per
meable soil of high water-holding capacity at the United States 
Field Station, Sacaton, Ariz. Those ill column. B .aretypical of 
the samples obtained from the most favorable soil in field B, and 
those in column 0 show the range ·of variations exhibited by the 
samples from the iml)ervious areas in field 3. 

In this comparison it will be noticed that there is a decided lack 
of ulliformity in the length of fiber from the stl'ess-aifectedplants. 
The general tendency of stress, however, is to cause a shortening of 
the liJltand a reduction in ·thequantity on the seed. Onsolfic of the 
seeds' the shortening ·of the fibers at the base ·of the seed which ~ve 
the so-called" butterfly" effect will 'be noted. In addition to these 
visible effects the lint was also found to be weak and " perished." 
No .effort was made tocompal'e the strength of individual flbers from 
the different samples, but the .superior strengthand~ality of the 
lint from normal plants was easily discernible in pullinA'the 
.staple~" A c10sesimilarity was observed ~.the ·effects on .the liJ?t 
and seed produced iby ordinary stress condItIons and by ,the cra.~y
toE disorder. 

Samples of combed lint .and seed from Acala plants affected by 
,crazy ,top and from nOl'malplants in the same fields .are shown in 
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,l'''IGUIIJj) O.-Acolo cotton fiber 'grown under fllvorllble IIndulltll¥ornble soil.condltlons.: A. 
Lint comblngH iromph1!!ts .growJl undH' fnvorllbl(' condItions at thllUnlted Stotes Field 
Station. Sacaton. Ariz., in 1926; 11, lIut ('('lllblngH ,frl!lu l)lllUtS grown III impervious soli 
In the lower cnd ,of afield where irrigation witter wnN impounded. ncltrCnsn Grand,),
Ariz.; 0, lint ,comblllgijfroi1l till ItI'Cll In the Hllmefield ·where tile plnnts lIuirered more 
He"crl'ly from wllter t!b'e~~. (AIJllut 0110 hnlf unturnl I:;!z~.) 
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t' • 
~. figure 10_ These combings, ~lich o:t;.,"wbich r.epresen~s, ,a different 
., 

;>; 
pll\nt, show that thereal'e varIous degrees of lDJury .sufieredby the 

7l
;S 	 lint of upland cotton from this ,disorder, de,pendingon the severity 

of stress conditions in the crazy-top,yeas~l'he fiher is less .abun
i), 
f 
',. '. 

" 
) 

FIGURE 1Q.-A..> Lint ·conibings nllilsepd~ froll) normul Acnln ·.cotionl>lulltN: B. lint comb. 
ings from ,ailjaccllt Aca1a plants nlIccted with the crnzy-top disorder. und~r ruod('rllte
str.eBB condltlolla. (About four Ilfth~nntural sIze.) 

dant on the seed of all the"crazy~top plants and shows n, " butterfly" 
arrangement on some of them. In the worst stages the fiber is 
·reduced to little more than ,It fuzz. Though suchcnses may occur 
on individual plantR, even limIer relatively fayorable ('onditioJ1R, 
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.as in figure 10, all .of thectazy-top plants have greatly damaged 
fiber where stress conditions .are severil~as shown in figure 11. 

FIGURE 11.-A, 'LInt combings and seeds tram normal Acala cotton .plants grown at the 
TInl.ted stutes Field Station, Sacaton, Ariz.: B, lint combings and seeds tram Acnln. 
cotton plants affected wlth the crazy-top disorder,. under severe stress conoltlons:
(About four fifths natural Bize.) 

By use of the Baer sorter represe.ntative arrays were made of 
.the fibers of one seed from allant inJured by crazy top and of one 
seed from a.normal plant 0 the same variety. These arrays are 
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shown in figure 12. The fiber from the diseased plants is shown 
as much shorter and less abundant than that from normal plants. 

A comparison of combed samples of Pima seed cotton produced 
under favorable and unfavorable soil conditions showed that the 
quality of lint of this variety was also injured by stress, but not to 
the same extent as that of upland cotton. The combings shown in 
figure 13, A, were obtained from well-grown plants at the lower end 
of the field where the irrigation water penetrated deeply; and those in 
figure i2, B, are representative of those produced on stress-affected 
plants in aD. impervious or slick .spot in the same field. It will be 
.seen that there is !1ittle difference in the l~mgth of. ,fibers under the 
two. conditions, but the .combings from the best plants show a greater 
abundance of lint per seed. The data in table ~ show that the dif
ferences in this particular field, as shown by the lint index, was in the 
proportion of4 to 4.6. The lint from the stress-affecteclplants was 
weaker and lacked the luster and character shown in the lint from 
the well-grown plants. 

F1GURIIl 12.-Flbers from normnl and from crazy-top all'ected Acala cotton plants; A, An 
array of fibers from olle seed of a severely all'ected crazy-top plant; B, all array of 
fibers from aile seed of a normal plant 

While the Pima lint in these particular comparisons was not 
greatly reduced in length, it is not uncommon to find short .and 
extremely weak lint in some of the small bolls affected by water stress 
or by ~razy tOR (fig. 14) thaI; lire found on plants of the Egyptian 
type. These 'pinched" bolls which seldom open properly at 
maturity because of continued stress, are not confined to small 
stunted plants, but are frequently observed on large plants that are 
fairly productive. When periods of severe stress occur, such plants, '1

probably because of the heavy load of fruit they are supporting, 
appear to be unable to sustain normal development in all of the bolls, 
and as a result the lint fails to attain full length or strength and 
many of t.he seeds are aborted. 

Representative fiber arrays were made by the use of the Baer 
sorter in order to demonstrate some of the differences in the fiber 
from normal and from affected bolls, and these are shown in figure 
15. For the most part the lint from the affected boll appears to 
have attained fairly normal development, but it was weak,and it 
will be noted that there are a greater number of short fibers than 
are shown in the array from the normal boll. It will be observed 
that the modal length of the fibers from the affected plant is much 
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FIGUBIIl lit-Lint \!Qmbings from !lormal Pima \!Qtton plants and from plants in the I1I1me 
field that had sull'ered from water stress: A. Combings from normal plants at lower end 
of field where cOlldltlon~ were favorable for wat!'r penetration i B, (.'Omblngs from 
plants grown In an impervious area or sIlek spot. (About nine slxteentbs naturol siZe.) 
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FIeOBlll14.-Normal and crazy-top bolls of Plmacotton. The two large bo1J$ are from 
normal plants: theotbers are from plants alfected with crazy top. (About natural 
Ilize.} 

l; ... 
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shorter than that from the nonnal plant, and the longest fibers at
tained a length of only 1% inches. This general shortening of the 
fibers indicates that the plant was affected by stress when the boll 
was ver:y young, since it has been shown by Balls (1) that the length 
of lint IS not materially affected by conditions after the bolls are 
about 21 days old. The lint from the affected boll was not only 
much shorter than that from the normally developed boll but was 
extremely weaka.nd brittle. 

F/GunE IG.-.FJbers from normal Pima cOttOIl plants and from plants affected with crazy 
top: A, (L, }<'Ibers from one seed of a plant mildly affected with crazy top; b, tlbers 
from one sped of a normal plant. H, a, FIbers from one seed 01 a plant severely
affected with cr:azy top; b, fibers from one sepd from a normal plant. 

EFFECTS ON SEED 

In the discussions on effects of water stress and crazy top on bolls 
and lint it was shown that the number .of seeds per. bo~l .are greatly 
reduced. Table 3 shows that the weIght of the mdlVldual. seeds 
was also greatly reduced under unfavorable conditions. One of the 
common sym.ptoms of degeneracy in most varieties of upland cotton 
is the sparse covering of fuzz or the naked condition of the seed pro
duced on some of the plants. This condition is usually associated 
with short, w~ak fibers, although some superior naked-seed strains 
and vllrieties have been developed which produce lint of good quality. 
A study or the seed character of the ~cala variety when developed 
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under unfavorable conditions showed that many of the seeds pro
duced by plants that had undergone severe water stress bore only a 
sparse covering of fuzz and some were nearly naked (fig. 16). This 
WI!.S especially true of the seed produced in the top bolls of the 
,stressed plants (fig. 17). ' 

Kearney and Harrison (14) showed that pronounced variation ex
isted in the fuzziness of seed in bolls at different positions on Pima 
pla~~. They :reported a strong tendency for the bolls on the ~ower 
frUItmg branches to have fUZZIer ,seeds than the bolls on the higher 
branches. Their suggestion that nutritional factors may be involved 
is given support by these investigations. 

In figure 17 it will be noted that the seeds from bolls borne on the 
lower branches were more sparsely covered than IIQrmal Acala. The 
seeds produced in bolls on the higher branches are not greatly dif
ferent from the seeds of some naked-seeded varieties. These seeds 
were planted on good soil, and the progeny plants produced seeds 
that were, fully covered with fuzz. 

The effect of the crazy-top disorder on the seeds differs 'somewhat 
from that of vrdinary stress. A slight reduction in seed fuzzinElsS is 
noted in some samples from crazy-top affected areas (figs. 10 and 11). 
One characteristic which is more pronounced in crazy top than in 
ordinary water stress is the abortion or interruption of the develop
ment of the seed after fertilization of the ovules. Some crazy-top 
affected bolls which show a high proport.ion 01 aborted seeds are 
shown in figure 18. When the severity of the disorder is carried a 
stage furtJ..er the effects shown in figure 2, A, may result. Here so 
many of the seeds have been aborted and the lint on the others has 
become so shortened that the seeds remain separate from one another 
instead of being united to form locks. 

ET[o'FECTS ON SHEDDING 

The work of several investigators (1, 13, 15) has indicated tha't 
a deficient moisture supply is one of the principal factors that in
fluence the excessive shedding of buds and young bolls of the cotton 
plant. The behavior of the plants grown in impervious-soil areas 
under irrigated conditions points to the fact that an irregular supply 
of moisture is responsible for heavy shedding. The loss of young 
fruits from plants of too Pima variety is greater in impervious spots 
thun in good soil, but with the upland varieties the difference in shed
ding is even greater. When subjected to severe stress many upland 
plants se(i no bolls whatever until late in the summer or in early fall 
after the period of high temperatures has passed. The yield from 
such plants is therefore greatly reduced, and, being late, may suffer 
injury from frost. Pima plants under, similar conditions also shed 
heavily, but usually set a few bolls throughout the summer, although 
many of them may be small and poorly developed. Late in the season 
the Pima plants also endeavor to make up for the lost time by setting 
a heavy crop of top bolls, many of them borne on short axillary 
brimches. 

The shedding from plants affected with the crazy-top disorder is 
more complete than under conditions of normal water stress. In some 
fields large groups of plants may remain sterile throughout the sea
son, although the ra~ of flowering is often higher than on normal 
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ll'IGUBE l6.-AcalD. "cottonseed produced under favorable and unfavorable soil conditions: 
A, Seed from plants grown In an area where water penetration was etfectlve; B, seed 
from plants 111 an impervious area in the same lleld..(Natural size.) 
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.FIGURE :1'1.,;....,AclilaCO,ttonseed 'from JoweranG.··upperoolls ,of four :plants:..,that sulferootrom 
~ordlnary :water stress, show.lJlg :le8s;fuzz 'oli Jater seeds; .A., ,II, ,Seed :from Doll at .axi~ 
'node 11.\ branch .nodel ; ib, 'seed 'frQm 'boll cat .nxls ·node ;24, branch. node;t. B, a, Seecl 
from bo I at .axls node 8,branch node 1; ,b, ·seed from boUat .Illds 'node -2'1 'brancl1 
:node 1. '0, .a,Seed .from boll at axis node 10, ,branch node 1; b, seed ·from bolat axis1 
:node .28, 'branch .node :1. D, a, Seed from boll -at .axls node .11, branch node 2; b,seed
:from :boll at .axis ·node 82, ;branch :node 1.. (Natural .slze.) . 
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FIG.UH.liJ 18.-:Acala boUa from crllzy-top nffected ·plants. sbowlng numerous .Bborted seeds. 
wblcb .are a result of tbls disorder. (About natural size.) 
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plants. A record of flowering and shedding .of ,eight Pima plants 
.8.1iected wIth crazy top at Sacaton, Ariz., ill 1929 .showedanaverage 
or 117±10.4 :flowers .per plant, with an average shed o£59-+-3.7 
percent ·0£ the young .bolls. Ten normalp~ants nearby devel~J?edan 
·averageof 85.5 flowers per plant, .of which 26;9 percent failed to 
set bolls. 

The squares may shed before flowering, :and .an almost complete 
.shedding during :a prolonged period of stress may be responsible 
for ,a part of the :abnormal behavior and appearance of crazy-top 
plants. With a temporary return of favorable conditions, such 
as follow an irrigation or a rainy period, the growth of these almost 
sterile plants is. quickly revived,and this may force an .additional 
growth of vegetative branches which contribute to the peculiar 
nppearance of ;t~Le CJ:azy-top plants. The .amount of early fruit 
that the plant has developed governs to some degree the extent of 
vegetative development later in the .season. In figure 19, A, is shown 
an .Acala cotton plant from which .aUof the flower buds were 
removed shortly after th.eir appearance. It has .a close resemblance 
to many .of the almost sterile plants that appear in crazy-top areas 
and possesses some of the symptoms that are ascribed to that dis
order. The other plant (fig. 19, B) grew only a few feet distant 
and is typical ·of the neighboring plants that were allowed to 
develop normally. 

REMEDIES 

It was the purpose of tJP.s study to .analyze the various ill ·effects 
of unfavorable conditions on the irrigated cotton plant and to 
point out their importance, rather than to search for control 
measures. However, the possibilities for improving the conditions 
were made so .apparent by the investigation that it seems advisable 
to discuss certain partial remedies which are entirely practicable 
for the growers to apply. The severity of the ·effects of water defi
ciency and crazy .top on the fiber and their extensive occurrence in 
some .of the· irrigated valleys forces the conclusion that all other 
factors are secondary in importance to these in explaining the irregu
lar .and wasty character ascribed to some of the cotton .grown 
in these valleys. The planting of gin-run seed, the mixing of 
varieties in the field and at the .gin, the" running out" ·ofseed 
stocks, and poor ginning are factors that may contrIbute to inferior 
quality, .buteven with the best seed and the best ginning, the .crop 
maybe unsatisfactory if the conditions of production are too UIl

favorable. 
The practicability of separating the damaged ~n.d irregular~otton 

from.the norma:lwell-grown fiber after determmmg.the quality of 
too cotton in ihefields has .already been discussed,and it is sug
gested asa means of improving the standard of .all ir!i~ated.cotto~. 

In recent years some growers, .alarmedbythedeclinmg YIelds ill 
certajnareas.'railier than by the inferior quality of the lint .pro
duced, have begun to adopt practices which tend to correct the dam
aging effects of an uneven distribution of irrigation water. Some 
have obtained good results from changing the direction of :flow of 
the water so as to reduce the grade; others have realized benefits 
from relev.eling the uneven spots, leaching the soil With 'heavyappli
cations of water, and rotating with alfalfa .andother crops (11) . 

.. 
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Investigations by King and Loomis (16) showed that cUltural prac
:tices of this type werealsoefl'ective in controlling and reducing the 
,severity of the .crazy-'top disorder4 

Becent investigationshyMcGeorgeand Breazeale (17) have shown 
that .&close correlation exists between impermeability and a low 

'FlGURIl19.-Elfect of (lerrulting on Acoln cotton; A, A defrulted plnnt; B. nn. IIdjRc~nt 
nor~nl 'plunt. The buds were ;re~oved to show the ell'ect of .removnl of lIo;rnJ .buds. 
Note the Hl~l1l1r.ity lH!tween the defrulted plunt,l1nd tbose uaected with cruzy top, .us 
shown in :figure 4. 

,availability of phosphates. It was found, however, that the solubil
ity ofthephospbates in such soils was increased by leaching with 
water. • 

The evidence seems conclusive that any method or practice that 
efi'9Cts a more uniform distribution of irrigation water, increases the 
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water-holding capacity, and deepens the root zone in impervious 
,areas is beneficial in controlling the injuries from stress and crazy 
top. 

SUMMARY 

TJ;te effects of unfavorable conditions on the cotton plant are 
especially pronounced in some of the irrigated valleys of the South
western States. As a result of the high temperatur,es that prevail 
in summer, the development of the cotton plant is modified in 
several ways when proper moisture relations are not maintained. 

In, some areas the impervious character of the soil, which prevents 
an ,even di~ribution of irrigation woter, is' a factor largely responsi
ble for the ll'regular ,growth and development of the plants. 

There are ,also many modifications of structures and abnormalities 
associated with the growth disorder called crazy top, which is 
prevalent in some of the irrigated valleys. 

Under the influence ,of stress and crazy top much diversity appears 
in the plants, and fields in which such conditions prevail' resemble 
the mixed fields that result from impure seed stocks. However, the 
abnormalities and modifications resulting from these conditions have 
not proved to be hereditary,although they closely resemble .some 
characters that are generally known to be heritable. 

Upland cotton plants showed ,a, greater degree of diversity in the 
general type of individual plants and bolls when affected by stress 
than did Pima plants. Many off-type and misshapen bolls developed 
on upland plants of large Size, as well as on those that had been 
stunted. 

Some of the diverse types of plants that result from water stress 
can hardly be distinguished from some forms of crazy top, but the 
tendency to produce vegetative branches at the upper nodes of the 
main stem is one of the symptoms peculiar to crazy top. 

The bolls from plants affected by water stress often are greatly 
reduced in size, contain a smaller number of seeds, and are fre
quently off-type as to variety, or are deformed. The bolls from 
erazy-top plants .are affected in much the same way, but the injuries 
are often much greater. 

A comparison of samples of fiber produced in areas where the 
plants suffered from water ,stress and crazy top with samples pro
duced by normal plants in areas of good soil in the Sl~me fields 
showed that the lint developed under unfavorable conditions was 
usually weaker, less abundant, shorter, ,and more uneven in length 
than that developed. under favorablu conditions. Pima fiber showed 
less injury from stress and crazy top than upland fiber, but was 
weaker and less abundant on the seed, and, under some conditions; 
shorter ,than fiber produced under favorable conditions. 

When developed under conditions of water stress the seeds of 
upland varieties are commonly reduced in size, and a wide range 
occurs in the amount of fuzz -or linters covering the seed produced 
on different parts of the plant. The seed developed in the top bolls 
of stress-affected plants are frequently sparsely covered with fuzz or 
almost naked. while those developed :in bolls on the lower branches 
have a much heavier coating ·of fuzz. 

The seeds produced on plants affected with crazy top are usually 
reduced in ·size but have not the same tendency to nake~nessas 
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those affected by ordinary stress. Under severe ~razy-top .condi
tions a large proportion ·0£ the seeds are aborted. 

Shedding of buds and young bolls is more pronounced on plants 
that suffer from water stress than on those grown under favorable 
conditions. Plants affected with crazy top shed more completely 
than those afi'ected by ordinary stress, and many ·of them are 
entirely sterile. 

A system of determining the quality ·of the cotton in the field 
.by field inspections and keeping separate the damaged fiber from 
theafi'ected areas is suggested as a practicable means for raising 
the quality standards of irrigated cotton. 

Cultural practices that effect a more uniform distribution of water 
in the soil, increase the water.,absorbingcapacity ·of the soil,and 
deepen the root zone have proved beneficial in controlling water
stress effects and crazy top. . 

Although the data here reported were obtained from impenious 
and crazy-top areas, similar reactions affecting the growth of the 
plants 'and quality of the liberate to be expected in the best soil 
areas if good cultural practices are not followed, particularly in 
regard to irrigation. Care in working out the best cultural prac
tices is perhaps of more importance with impervious or" crazy-top" 
soil than with good soil, but careless cultural methods if applied to 
good soil also bear a large measure of responsibility for theunfavor
able reports on irrigated cotton. 
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